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The Franceshi Park Park Hotel
Your Hotel in Cortina d'Ampezzo

The Franceschi Park Hotel, a 4-star hotel proudly welcomes you to relax experience and enjoy the culture, the tradition, the sports and the
accommodation of Cortina . The beautifully located Franceschi Park hotel is located in Belluno province of Italy at a central quiet and conducive place

of Cortina d'Ampezzo town.

The town is not only we-ll known in Italy, but also around the world for its splendid panorama of the Dolomites as the well-protected nature and woods that
ensure its continued existence as a world heritage site. The hotel is surrounded by by luxurious resorts and a private park that makes its ambiance unique
in every sense. Its central location makes it accessible and offers a conducive relaxation and amusement place for writers, sports people, nature lovers
and adventurers. The hotel offers the best environment for writers who want to present their books due to the existence of the town's well-equipped public
library. The lovers of culture enjoy and learn about the unique and lovely traditional glass and wrought iron craft displays as they stroll past curio shops
and shops back to the hotel after a relaxation walk.

For excursionists, Franceschi Park hotel offers the traditional cuisine and architecture that you will be impressed with after visiting and navigating through
the nearby Natural Park of the Ampezzo Dolomites. The dolomitical environment's beauty and history give an experience that is memorable almost
immortal in one's mind. The surrounding beautiful Alpine arch known for its skiing activities adds a natural ambiance to Franceschi Park hotel that any
sports lover would like to associate with. The excellently prepared slopes of Dolomites on the Alpine arch are ideal for snow shoe hiking, downhill and
cross-country skiing, ice skating or just simple strolls on the beautiful landscape. Sports visitors can also enjoy trekking, mountain biking or climbing on
the many paths in the Natural Park. After all the day's experience in Cortina, rejuvenation or relaxation at the Franceschi Park hotel  is not comparable
to any other.

The professional staff politely and lovely welcome guests in a friendly manner. Their attention to detail ensures that even the traditional dishes are well
prepared to the highest standards that continually retain its essence and test. They too ensure that guests are familiar with the hotel environment making
their stay most comfortable with the will to come back again.
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The Franceschi Park hotel is one of the best choices that you can ever go for in case you want to feel the impressive traditional culture of Italy. There are
unbelievable offers and packages that suit both long and short stay visitors. No other is comparable to it in Cortina town.
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